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BEN TAYLOR, AM 
Statement by Member for Girrawheen 

MS M.M. QUIRK (Girrawheen) [12.50 pm]: Last weekend the Northern Suburbs Reconciliation Group held a 
celebration to honour Ben Taylor, AM. The citation for that honour was for significant service to the Indigenous 
community of Western Australia through contributions to a range of social justice and humanitarian rights 
issues. This is an extremely shorthand summary of a life well lived, of a life of activism and of Ben’s 
extraordinary optimism that things can change for the better despite a life of experiences that would suggest 
otherwise. These are all the more extraordinary when you consider that Ben was a child of the stolen generation 
growing up working on farms in the wheatbelt, often unpaid. It was Ben who carried a coffin to the steps of 
Parliament in 1983 to protest the death in custody at Roebourne of 17-year-old John Pat. 

This kind and gentle man deserves our thanks. Despite setbacks and the glacial speed of reconciliation, his quiet 
persistence prevails. Ben maintains his sense of humour, humility and, most importantly, his burning desire for 
social justice and equity for his people. And he is not slowing down. He was quoted recently saying that he 
would continue to fight for Indigenous rights until his Dreamtime.  

Ben has worked tirelessly in many different roles, including working on recognition of native title for the 
Noongar people, and on the Deaths in Custody Watch Committee. He worked for over a decade as a pastoral 
care assistant in the Aboriginal Catholic Ministry at numerous hospitals. He helped to establish an Aboriginal 
alcohol service. He was a counsellor for Alcoholics Anonymous. He was a member of the Aboriginal reference 
group for Anglicare and the Catholic Social Justice Council. As a Noongar elder since 1999, he was a Noongar 
elder representative on the WA Coalition Against Racism. He was also a Western Australian ambassador for 
White Ribbon Day 2011. 
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